
	
Art	is	not	a	mirror	held	up	to	reality,	but	a	hammer	with	which	to	shape	it.	

Bertolt	Brecht	

shsuWASH.com   {all handouts + resources happen here} 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 12 Visual Journal Assignment  {free sketchbook we gave you} 
 
1. Watch ONE of these three (3) videos: 
 
• http://playgallery.org/video/acts_of_art_the_prison_creative_arts_project/ 
 
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocCsQpnjNrw 

 
• https://www.ted.com/talks/theaster_gates_how_to_revive_a_neighborhood_with_imagination_beau

ty_and_art/transcript?language=en 
 

2. In your Visual Journal, respond to how the video you chose interacts with the community using social 
practice. In your Visual Journal describe how you, as a college student, can, or perhaps are already 
creating socially engaged art projects. Think about these questions when answering: 
 
Studio Practice: making objects to be shown and potentially sold in a gallery or museum context 
Social Practice: larger emphasis on ideas, and/or actions and there is more of a participatory aspect of 
the work; can take place in a community or collaborative aspect outside the realms of traditional art 
making 
 
3. List THREE (3) things happening in the world right now that are important to you and WHY. Be specific 
and use examples of why. For example: Women’s rights, Immigration, Poverty etc.  
  
THIS IS DUE NEXT WEEK. You will be turning in your VJ at the Menil Field Trip on Friday {4/15}.   
 
What is DUE NEXT WEEK? {Read handouts...all DEADLINE information time/date is there} 
Surface: Storyboard due                          Space: Contained Composition boxes-painted white 
VJ #3 Due                                                Big Idea Proposals Due 
Lecture: Menil Fieldtrip 
 
Materials needed ASAP? {being prepared = fun} 
Plastic and all other inflatopia materials 
Bristol Paper & Tracing paper, all sizes 
Sharpies, pencils, pens, etc 
Wax Paper  & Cutting Mat 

Xacto Knife with extra blades  
Laptop & software 
DJ & VJ 

 
Lost? {we know stuff...ask us!!} 
:: Email a process image of your work + we will tell you if you are on the right track 
:: Hunt thru our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling} NOT straight up copying! 
:: Contact your table team {stay connected!!!} 


